ʹWORLD IS CHANGINGʹ
Fidel Castro Ruz

New necessities have arisen which could destroy the aims of a society with
neither exploiters nor exploited. No one had even heard about climate change in
Marx's day and age. He and Engels surely knew that one day the sun would be
extinguished as it consumed all of its energy. A few years after the Manifesto was
written, other men were born who made inroads in science and knowledge about
the laws of chemistry, physics and biology ruling the Universe and unknown
then. Into whose hands would this knowledge fall? Although it continues in its
development and even improves, and again partially denies and contradicts its
own theories, new knowledge is not in the hands of the poor nations who today
make up three-quarters of the world's population. It is in the hands of a
privileged group of wealthy and developed capitalist powers, associated with the
most powerful empire ever to exist, built on the bases of a globalized economy,
governed by the very laws of capitalism described by Marx and thoroughly
studied by him.
Nowadays, as humankind still suffers from these realities due to the very
dialectics of events, people must confront these dangers.
How did the revolutionary process in Cuba develop? Quite a bit has been
written in the Cuban press in recent weeks about different episodes of that
period. Great respect has been shown for various historical dates on the days
corresponding to anniversaries that commemorate years ending in a five or a
zero.
Unity means sharing in the struggle, the risks, the sacrifices, the aims, ideas,
concepts and strategies, assumed after discussion and analysis. Unity means a
common struggle against annexationists, quislings and corrupt individuals who
have nothing in common with a militant revolutionary. It is to this unity
revolving around the idea of independence and against the empire as it advances
over the peoples of the Americas.
The old pre-revolutionary slogan of unity has nothing to do with the concept,
because in Cuba today Cubans do not have political organizations seeking power.
They have to avoid that, in the enormous sea of tactical criteria, strategic lines
become diluted and people imagine nonexistent situations.
In a country invaded by the United States while involved in a solitary struggle
for independence as the last Spanish colony, together with the sister Puerto Rico,
"birds of a feather" nationalist feelings ran very deep.
The real producers of sugar who were the recently freed slaves and the
peasants, many of whom fought in the Liberation Army, transformed into
squatters or completely lacking any land of their own, who were pitched into the
sugarcane harvests in the great estates created by United States companies or
Cuban landowners who inherited, bought or stole land, were adequate material
for revolutionary ideas.
Julio Antonio Mella, founder of the Communist Party of Cuba together with
Balino -who knew Marti and who, with him, created the party that would lead
Cuba to independence–took up the banner, brought to it all the enthusiasm

derived from the October Revolution, and gave this cause his own blood, that of a
young intellectual conquered by revolutionary ideas. The Communist blood of
Jesus Menendez would join that of Mella 18 years later.
Teenagers and youths, studying in private schools had not even heard of Mella.
This class or social group, having incomes greater than those of the rest of the
population, condemned them as human beings to be the selfish and the exploiters
of society.
Hatred for Batista's repression and his crimes was so great that nobody paid
heed to the ideas I expressed in my defense at the Court in Santiago de Cuba,
where there was even a book by Lenin printed in the USSR -coming from the
credit I had at the People's Socialist Party bookstore at Carlos III in Havanafound among the combatants' belongings. "Whoever hasn't read Lenin, is an
ignorant", I blurted out during the interrogation at the first sessions of the oral
hearing when they brought it up as a damning bit of evidence. They were still
trying me together with all of the surviving prisoners.
It would be hard to understand what I am saying if one doesn't keep in mind
that at the time we attacked the Moncada, on July 26, 1953, --an action made
possible by the organizational efforts of more than a year, with nobody on our
side other than ourselves- the policies of Stalin, who had died suddenly a few
months earlier, prevailed in the USSR. He was an honest and devoted
Communist, who would later make serious mistakes leading him to extremely
conservative and cautious positions. If a Revolution like ours had succeeded at
that time, the USSR would not have done for Cuba what the Soviet leadership did
years later, liberated by then from those murky and tortuous methods, and
enthused by the Socialist Revolution that burst on the scene in Cuba. I
understood that very well in spite of the fair criticisms I made of Khrushchev as a
result of events that were well known at the time.
The USSR had the most powerful army among all those contending in World
War II, but unfortunately it was purged and demobilized. Its leader
underestimated Hitler's threats and bellicose theories. From the very capital of
Japan, an important and prestigious Soviet intelligence agent had communicated
the imminence of the attack on June 22, 1941. This surprised the country which
was not in combat readiness. Many officers were on leaves. Even without their
most experienced unit leaders -who were replaced-- if they had been alerted and
deployed, the Nazis would have clashed with powerful forces from the very first
second and they wouldn't have destroyed most of the fighter planes as they sat on
the ground. Even worse than the purge, was the surprise. The Soviet soldiers did
not surrender when they were told about enemy tanks in the rearguard, the way
the other armies from capitalist Europe did. In the most critical moments, with
subzero temperatures, the Siberian patriots started the lathes in the weapons
factories that Stalin had far-sightedly moved to the inner reaches of Soviet
territory.
As the leaders of the USSR themselves told me when I visited that great
country in April 1963, the revolutionary Russian combatants -well seasoned
against foreign interventions aimed at destroying the Bolshevik Revolution,
which was left blockaded and isolated- had established relations and exchanged

experiences with German officers, those with a Prussian militarist tradition,
humiliated by the Treaty of Versailles which put an end to World War I.
The SS intelligence services devised schemes against many who were, in their
vast majority, loyal to the Revolution. Motivated by suspicions that turned
pathological, Stalin purged 3 of his 5 Marshals, 13 of the 15 Army Commanders, 8
of the 9 Admirals, 50 of the 57 Army Corps Commanders, 154 of 186 Division
Commanders, one hundred percent of Army Commissars, and 25 of 28 Army
Corps Commissars of the Soviet Red Army in the years preceding the Great
Patriotic War.
The USSR paid for those serious mistakes with enormous destruction and
more than 20 million lives lost; some claim it was 27 million.
In 1943, with some delay, the last Nazi spring offensive was launched at the
famous and tempting Kursk Bulge, with 900 thousand soldiers, 2700 tanks and
2000 planes. The Soviets, experts in enemy psychology, laid in wait in that trap
for the sure attack, with one million and 200 thousand men, 3300 tanks, 2400
planes and 20,000 artillery pieces. Led by Zhukov and Stalin himself, they
destroyed Hitler's last offensive.
In 1945, Soviet soldiers advanced unstoppable to capture the German Reich
Chancellery in Berlin where they hoisted the red flag stained with the blood of the
many fallen.
When I fell gravely ill on the night of the 26th and in the early morning of the
27th of July, I thought that would be the end, and while the doctors were fighting
for my life, the head of the Council of State Office was reading me the text, at my
insistence, and I was dictating the pertinent changes.

